“A Place YOU WANT TO COME BACK TO —
Often”
Punta Espada has been ranked one of the
world’s best golf courses by Golf Digest.

“NOWHERE ELSE IN THE WORLD is there a
golf experience like Punta Espada at Cap Cana.
There are a lot of hero shots, but it’s still
playable for the average golfer. The design
takes full advantage of its oceanfront location.
My philosophy is: If all available beachfront is
packed with development shielding views of
the water, you might as well be playing in
Montana.” — JACK NICKLAUS

CAP CANA, DOMINICAN REPUBLIC: Located on the
eastern tip of the island, and about a 10-minute drive from
the Punta Cana Airport (PUJ), Punta Espada Golf Club at
Cap Cana offers a Jack Nicklaus Signature oceanfront course
with eight holes that hug along the craggy edges of the
Caribbean’s blue waters.
“The human eye is able to differentiate seven million
color variations. I think our surroundings capture every possible hue of blue on the visible spectrum,” praised Ernie
Purcell, member at Punta Espada. “I’ve played golf around
the world, and if you want to play the best, this is it.
“My career as an investment banker provided an opportunity to live in London for the better part of a decade,” continued
Purcell. “While the city is a joy to live in, its weather can be difficult to navigate. My wife Anne and I would use trips to the
Dominican Republic to recharge our batteries and warm our
bones. After several trips, we both agreed Punta Espada was the
most beautiful course we had ever played. Loving Cap Cana’s
amenities, location, and climate, it wasn’t a hard decision to put
down more permanent roots in the community.” ■
For a snapshot into Punta Espada Golf Club, please visit their
website, PuntaEspadaGolf.com.

